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1 Software improvements

1.1 Better parallelization of initial creation of branches and cycles reser-
voirs

1.1.1 The new algorithm

Till this version, the initial creation of branches was performed with a recursive algorithm:
an initial configuration was relaxed at random till a successful configuration was found. This
configuration was stored and was used as a starting point to find successive configurations.

As most recursive algorithms, it was impossible to parallelize.

Some parallelization was obtained anyway: as the different branch types are independent, it
was possible to generate them in parallel. But this led to a small speed-up. For instance,
in the case of the all-atoms pentane, where there are three branch types, the speed-up was
limited to 3 . . . even if there were more cores.

On the other hand, the update of reservoirs was well parallelized: all the configurations
(several thousands in general) were relaxed independently, so the parallelization could be
done on the number of configurations, leading to a very good speed-up.

In order to speed-up even the initial creation of reservoirs, another algorithm was imple-
mented, very similar to the one used in updates: the reservoir is initialized with the same
initial configuration for all the configurations, and then an update is performed.

As expected, the speed-up is excellent.

For instance, on an old 8-cores machines, in v9r6p3 the initial creation of reservoirs took
8973.13 seconds. It now takes only 3312.40 seconds.

And on a recent 32-cores machines, in v9r6p3 the initial creation of reservoirs took 4460.22
seconds. It now takes only 510.72 seconds.

The same is true for poly-cycle reservoirs.

1.1.2 Its shortcomings and how to overcome them

As said above, the various configurations in the reservoirs are obtained by relaxing the same
initial configuration: the only difference it that the random seeds used in these relaxations
are different. So the risk is high that these configurations are not well separated, leading to
a non-Boltzmannian distribution.

Here are the three good practices to overcome these difficulties:

Note: All that is said here applies also to poly-cycles. Just replace branch with cycle in all
the keywords.

1. Use a large number of relaxation steps.

This can be done by setting the N relax branch variable (in the controlBranch namelist
of the control.dat file) to a large value.
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At least 2000 are needed (this is the new default).

2. Perform equilibration steps before the true generation of configurations.

This can be done by setting the N relax branch equil variable (in the controlBranch
namelist of the control.dat file) to a non-zero value.

For instance, it can be set to the same value as N relax branch.

3. Update the reservoirs as often as needed.

This can be done by setting the Update branch step variable (in the controlBranch
namelist of the control.dat file) to a non-zero value.

For setting this variable, the rule of thumb is that the reservoirs should be updated
when the number of bias moves equals the number of configurations in the reservoirs.
The idea beside this rule is that each move consumes (at least) a configuration.

For instance, let us consider a reservoir with 50000 configurations, and let us suppose
that the probability for the internal configuration move (regrowth) is 0.125 and the
probability for the transfer move is 0.125. So the reservoir should be at least updated
every 50000/(0.125 + 0.125) = 200000 steps.

Note: In the update phase, as the configurations are already well separated, the number
of relaxation steps can be set to a lower value than in the initial creation phase.

This can be done by setting the N relax branch update variable (in the controlBranch
namelist of the control.dat file) to a lower value.

The default value is 200.

4. Examples

In Test03, minimal values are used:

&controlBranch
N_conf_branch = 5000
N_relax_branch = 2000
N_relax_branch_equil = 2000
N_relax_branch_update = 200
delta_branch = 0.1
Update_branch_step = 10000

/

In Test46, higher values are used, leading to a much better reservoir:

&controlBranch
N_conf_branch = 50000
N_relax_branch = 20000
N_relax_branch_equil = 20000
N_relax_branch_update = 2000
delta_branch = 0.1
Update_branch_step = 85000

/
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1.1.3 The new documentation

Here are the main keywords related to branch and cycle reservoirs, used in namelists of the
control.dat file.

The life of a branch or cycle configurations goes through four phases.

1. They all start from the same initial geometry.

For branches, this initial geometry is computed by Gibbs, based on the potential infor-
mation.

For cycles, it is provided by the user, either through Init flex coordinates or through a
coord file or a conf.dat file.

This geometry will be copied in each configuration, as a starting point.

2. Equilibration phase: Relaxation steps are performed on this initial geometry, with dif-
ferent random seeds, in order to generate several different configurations.

3. Initial phase: Relaxation steps are performed on each configuration.

If a valid configuration is found, it will be stored. Otherwise an error will be raised,
and Gibbs will stop.

4. Update phase: At regular time steps in Gibbs, relaxation steps will be performed on
the different configurations in order to refresh them.

If no valid configuration is found, a warning will be given, but Gibbs will continue with
the previous configuration.

• version in controlVersion

Setting this keyword to 9.64 is mandatory to benefit from the new keywords described
below.

• N conf branch in controlBranch

The number of configurations to be generated and stored in the reservoir files.

Default value: 5000

• N conf cycle in controlCycle

Same as for branches.

• N relax branch equil in controlBranch

Number of relaxation iterations for the equilibration phase.

Default value: 2000

• N relax cycle equil in controlCycle

Same as for branches.
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• N relax branch in controlBranch

Number of relaxation iterations in the initial phase.

Default value: 2000

• N relax cycle in controlCycle

Same as for branches.

• N relax branch update in controlBranch

Number of relaxation iterations in the update phase.

Default value: 200

• N relax cycle update in controlCycle

Same as for branches.

• Update branch step in controlBranch

Every Update branch step Gibbs steps, Gibbs will update the reservoirs.

Default value: 0, but an appropriate value should be given by the user, of the or-
der of N conf branch/biased moves frequency where biased moves ratio is the total
frequency of biased moves.

• Update cycle step in controlCycle

Same as for branches.

• delta branch in controlBranch

Maximal amplitude of the atomic translation performed on the atoms of the branch at
each relaxation step.

Default value: 0.1 Å

• delta cycle in controlCycle

for fully flexible poly-cycles, maximal amplitude of the atomic translation performed on
the atoms of the poly-cycle at each relaxation step.

Default value: 0.1 Å

• theta cycle in controlCycle

For flexible cycles with rigid bonds, maximal amplitude of the internal rotation per-
formed on the atoms of the cycle at each relaxation step.

Default value: 0.5 radians

2 Compatibility issues

2.1 Change of meaning for certain keywords related to reservoirs

In the previous versions of Gibbs, certain control variables related to branches and cycles
were misnamed . . . , with misleading names. For instance N relax branch update was used
as the number of steps between two updates of the branch reservoir, which is wrong.
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These variables have been renamed, but for the sake of compatibility the old names are still
there and are the default.

In order to use the new names, it is necessary to change the version value in the controlVersion
namelist of the control.dat file, setting it to 9.64.

Please look at any test in the distribution containing branches or cycles (for instance Test03)
for an example.
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